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Abstract: The oxidative coupling of methane (OCM) on MgO is often computationally explored via
Mars-Krevelen (MvK) mechanism. However, the difficult desorption of CH3 radical at stepped MgO
surface shadow the feasibility of mechanism. In this work, density functional theory calculations
are performed to unravel the syngenetic effects between reactants which lead to a new Langmuir-
Hinshelwood (L-H)-like mechanism. It was found that co-adsorption of reactants pave ways for
CH3 radical formation with negligible desorption energy. The role of oxygen molecule is not only to
oxidize reduced surface but also decrease the reactivity of Mg-O site which facile CH3 desorption.
Electronic structure analysis indicated the distinct feature along pathway between MvK and L-H.
The current work clearly indicated the importance of effective interactions between reactants and
provided new insights on the reaction mechanism of OCM.
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1. Introduction

With rising of Shale gas revolution worldwide, the supply of abundant of methane
spurred the urgent needs for highly effective conversion of methane to value-added chem-
ical commodities such as ethane, ethylene and methanol etc. which have apparent im-
portance for both academic research and economic applications [1–3]. Due to its high
symmetry and strong C-H bond, the conversion of methane is one of most challenging
catalytic process. This process has been deemed as “golden grail” in heterogeneous catal-
ysis [4]. In fact, there are many attempts to catalyze methane molecule in various ways
including partial oxidation, aromatization, steam/dry reformation, and halogenation etc.
which achieved certain success with fine-tuned catalysts [5].

Among them, oxidative coupling of methane (OCM) is one of dream reactions which
directly convert methane to C2 products such as ethane and ethylene which are building
blocks of entire chemistry industry [6–8]. OCM can be sketchily described as three steps:
(i). Generation of CH3 radicals on catalyst surface; (ii). The coupling of CH3 radicals to
form ethane; (iii). The conversion between ethane and ethylene [9]. The current major
obstacles of OCM are that the yield of C2 products is rather low and the side reactions
are difficult to control. These two aspects are in fact intertwined together. The explo-
ration of novel catalysts is always an important method to circumvent the bottleneck of
OCM. Conventionally, the catalysts of OCM included high basic lanthanide oxide such as
La2O3 [10–12], doped alkaline earth metal oxides such as Li/MgO [13,14]. It is generally
suggested that strong basicity is key element to guarantee the catalytic performance [15–17].

Li doped MgO (Li/MgO) is one of most studied OCM catalysts ever. For the first time,
Lunsford et al. found that Li/MgO has a good performance in OCM in 1980’s [18]. They
also proposed that Li doping is essential to create site for oxygen molecule activation which
is considered to be key step in OCM. The active center, Li+-O- was identified from ESR
measurement [19]. Moreover, methane underwent a homolytic dissociation to produce
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CH3 radical. On the other hand, it was proposed that Li doping is not necessary to trigger
the activity of MgO and undoped MgO itself has been shown good performance in OCM
in particularly for stepped surface [20,21]. In fact, there is an explanation that Li doping
can be considered as the structural modifier which change the exposed surface of MgO.
For example, Luo et al. found that the high index and irregular domain formed on MgO
surface after Li doping. Moreover, Schlögl group put forward that the release of methyl
radical only become possible under condition of the adsorption of oxygen on surface [22].
This process is highly exothermic which neutralize the highly endothermic of desorption
of methyl radical. On the other side, first principles calculations are also extensively
performed for OCM study. Eisenberg verified that methane dissociation on stepped MgO
surface is exothermic and has a low barrier at DFT-GGA level [23]. Atsushi et al. employed
metadynamics based AIMD simulation to compare methane activity on flat MgO(110),
stepped MgO(100), and Li doped MgO [24]. In this study, the desorption of CH3 was not
investigated in detail. However, the reaction mechanism is complicated while methane
on stepped surface experienced a heterolytic dissociation. In our previous study, DFT
calculations also demonstrate that the stepped CaO surface could facilitate the dissociation
of methane [25].

Although the importance of stepped surface has been indicated, however the detailed
reaction pathway and mechanism are still not well explained. In particularly, what is
exactly difference of OCM between flat and stepped surface? In this work, first princi-
ples calculations are performed to reveal the reaction process of methane activation on
stepped MgO(100). The calculations indicated the importance of interplay between two
reactants, CH4 and O2. In contrast with previous perception, it is suggested that the co-
adsorption of reactants triggered a novel L-H mechanism which show a distinct feature
from the previously postulated MvK mechanism. The current work provides a unique
insight on the catalytic capability of step site in OCM and new thinking on the further
optimization strategy.

2. Computation Setup

The calculations reported here were performed by using periodic, spin-polarized
density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in the form of Vienna ab initio simulation
package (VASP) [26,27]. For valence electrons, a plane-wave basis set was adopted with an
energy cutoff of 400 eV and ionic cores were described with the projector augmented-wave
(PAW) method [28,29]. The Revised Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (RPBE) [30] functional was
used as the exchange-correlation functional approximation which shown better perfor-
mance in barrier estimation, and used zero damping DFT-D3 method of Grimme for van der
Waals correlation correction [31]. Geometry optimization was converged with forces acting
on atoms lower than 0.03 eV/Å, whereas the energy threshold defining self-consistency
of electron density was set to 10−6 eV. The reaction pathways with a force tolerance of
0.05 eV/Å and energy barriers were calculated by using the climbing nudged elastic band
(CI-NEB) method [32].

The Mono-atomic Stepped MgO(100) surface was modelled by p(7 × 5) five-atomic-
layer supercell. All the layers are relaxed. The supercell containing a vacuum space of
10 Å between the slab and its periodic images was used. The Brillouin zone was sampled
by a 1 × 1 × 1 Monkhorst–Pack mesh. The reaction barrier was calculated as difference
between initial state (IS) and the highest image along pathway.

In order to analyze the methane adsorbed on catalyst, the adsorption energy (∆Eads)
and the reaction energy (∆E) were defined through following Equation (1):

∆Eads = EA/catalyst − EA − Ecatalyst (1)

∆E = EFS − EIS
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where EA/catalyst is the total energies of the catalyst with the adsorbates (A) including
CH4 and O2, Ecatalyst and EA are the clean catalyst and the free CH4 and O2, respectively.
The EFS and EIS are the total energies of the final state (FS) and the initial state (IS).

3. Results and Discussions

The adsorption of two reactants CH4 and O2 molecule has obvious importance to
initiate the reaction. The optimized structures of CH4 and O2 at mono-atomic stepped
MgO(100) surface are shown in Figure 1. The adsorption energies of CH4 and O2 were
estimated to be −0.25 and −0.25 eV. It can be categorized as weak physisorption as shown
in Table S1 in Supporting Information. The C-H bond distance in physisorbed methane
molecule did not show noticeable change compared with the counterpart in gas phase.
Moreover, one of C-H bonds in methane molecule was pointing to oxygen (Os) at step and
distance between H and OS is 2.50 Å. The adsorption of the oxygen molecule exhibited a
different feature. It was revealed that the oxygen molecule basically straddled between
the upper step and lower terrace. The bond distance of oxygen molecule was slightly
stretched to be 1.26 Å while it is 1.21 Å in gas phase. The oxygens were directed to two
magnesium at step and terrace, respectively with a distance of 2.30 and 2.86 Å, respectively.
The similar adsorption strength of methane and oxygen molecule yields the possibilities of
co-adsorption of methane and oxygen molecule. As indicated in Figure 1, the configurations
of methane and oxygen molecule in co-adsorption are very similar to the counterpart in
individual adsorption. It is noted that the distance between hydrogen in methane and
surface oxygen (Os) is shortened to be 2.30 Å.
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Figure 1. The optimized structures of adsorption and co-adsorption of CH4 and O2. Mg: green;
Carbon: gray; Hydrogen: white; Oxygen (oxygen molecule): blue; Oxygen (MgO): red. The same
color code applied in following figures, “*” indicated the surface adsorbed spices.

It was generally accepted that Mar-Krevelen mechanism is accounted for OCM on
MgO catalyst. In this mechanism, methane activation took place firstly and it was followed
by re-oxidization by oxygen molecule. The first part of pathway in MvK mechanism was
explored as shown in Figure 2 pathway I. From physisorption, one of C-H bond in methane
molecule was ruptured at transition state. The abstracted hydrogen almost sits in middle
between carbon and oxygen at step with a distance of 1.40 and 1.28 Å, respectively. It
is evident that the C-H bond is completely broken. The barrier (TS1) was calculated to
be 0.54 eV. After TS1, the dissociated fragments, CH3 and H, separately bind at Mg-O
pair at step with a distance of 2.18 and 0.99 Å, respectively. The release of CH3 from
catalyst was identified to be the most demanding step as desorption is up to 3.18 eV. The
significant energy request seemed to justify the needs of the high temperature in OCM
reaction. Nevertheless, the large uphill desorption significantly inhibited the generation of
CH3 which influenced the yields of C2 product.
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Figure 2. The reaction pathway of CH3 radical generation and key configurations along reaction
pathway. “*” indicated the surface adsorbed spices.

The calculations indicated that the release of CH3 radical was very difficult, based
on MvK mechanism. The observations prompted that the possible alternative mechanism
to be explored to circumvent this obstacle. The co-adsorption of methane and oxygen
molecule brings up another starting configuration. As shown in Figure 2 pathway II, both
methane and oxygen molecule simultaneously stay above steps. At transition state (TS1),
one hydrogen detached from methane molecule approached oxygen site. The distance
between hydrogen and oxygen is calculated to be 1.21 Å. Meanwhile, oxygen molecule
is stretched, and one oxygen atom come close to Mg site adjacent to surface oxygen site
which abstracted hydrogen. On the other hand, the calculated barrier is slighted increased
compared with the one on MvK pathway which is 0.83 eV. After C-H broken, the resulted
CH3 radical was directly release into gas phase. Hence, demanding desorption energy
for CH3 was avoided on this pathway. The re-adsorption of CH3 is prevented in partly
attributed to the Mg site block by the oxygen molecule. Moreover, the oxygen molecule is
further elongated to be 1.37 Å. Therefore, the activation of oxygen molecule significantly
undermines the reactivity of Mg-O site at step which leads to the facile desorption of CH3.
It is noted that oxygen is not necessary to become adsorbed surface superoxide as proposed
in previous study [22].

The striking difference between two pathways shown in Figure 2 indicated that
important role of interplay between methane and oxygen molecule. It might be intuitive to
attribute the observed difference to the steric effect caused by oxygen molecule occupied
nearest Mg site. Indeed, one oxygen atom from O2 molecule adsorbed at Mg site after
methane dissociation with a bond distance of 1.93 Å. It is reasonable to conclude that steric
effect is contributed to desorption of CH3. On the hand, another nearest Mg site of Os was
also explored to bind dissociated CH3. The calculations indicated that CH3 can not bind
that site either. Hence, there are more pronounced effects other than steric hindrance. As
shown in Figure 3, density of states analysis indicated that electronic effect induced by
co-adsorption along pathway. The obvious difference around Fermi level were found for
the transition and final states. Specifically, there are unpaired electrons shown on pathways
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II. In contrast, the system was kept as closed-shell along pathway. This rendered the
improved stability of configurations along pathway I which consequently cost more energy
for CH3 radical desorption. The facile desorption of CH3 radical is also evident from charge
analysis as shown in Table 1. The charge on CH3 is significantly reduced on Pathway II
compared with the counterpart on Pathway I. The reduced charges weaken the interaction
between CH3 and the positive charged Mg site at step which enhanced desorption. The
charges from hydrogen were transferred to oxygen molecule on Pathway II.
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Figure 3. The partial density of states analysis of initial, transition state, and final structures on
pathway I and II. “*” indicated the surface adsorbed spices.

Table 1. Bader charge analysis of key species during the C-H bond breaking. H and CH3 represented
the dissociated fragments from methane activation.

∆Q(H)/e ∆Q(CH3)/e ∆Q(O2)/e

Pathway I 0.69 −0.66

Pathway II 0.73 0.05 −0.65

4. Conclusions

In this work, a novel mechanism which initiated from co-adsorption of methane and
oxygen molecule is verified which outperform conventional MvK mechanism regarding of
CH3 radical generation. The enhancements are induced from the effectively interactions
between two reactants. The syngenetic effects can be attributed to both steric and electronic
effects. The simultaneously oxygen adsorption caused site block and reduced reactivity of
Mg-O pair which lead to facile desorption of CH3 radical. The electronic effects facilitated
charge transfer. Moreover, the unique configuration of step sites stabilized the co-adsorption
which is not feasible on flat surface. The newly proposed L-H-like mechanism further
complement the understandings of reaction process. The current work makes an important
contribution to explain of experimental observation in OCM and supply new insight on
the mechanism which pave ways to further improve performance.
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Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/catal12080903/s1, Table S1: The optimized bond distance and
adsorption energies of CH4 and O2 molecular adsorbed on the Stepped MgO(100); Table S2: The
optimized bond distance and bader charge along the reaction pathway of the first C-H bond break-
ing on the Stepped MgO(100); Scheme S1: The schematic illustration OCM reaction mechanism.
(a) conventional MvK (b) proposed L-H.
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